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Abstract— This paper presents a robust visual servoing ap-
proach for automatic guidance of an instrument. The visual
sensor is an ultrasound probe that observes an instrument
which is inserted into the beating heart of a patient and
manipulated by a robot. The present paper provides stability
analysis, robustification of the control law and an in vivo
experiment.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ultrasound imaging systems are mainly used for non
operative observation of inner organs. However, they can also
be employed for intervention procedures, where the surgeon
moves an instrument inside a patient while observing the
motion of the instrument with an outer ultrasound probe.
This requires high skills for coordinating the hands holding
the instrument and the probe. In fact, the ultrasound image
gives only a 2D cross-section of the 3D operating region,
containing no depth information. Therefore, manual ultra-
sound guided interventions are limited to simple tasks, such
as puncture using a needle [1].
Within this context, robotic systems are being developed
in order to accomplish ultrasound image-based guidance
in a more performing way than manual procedures. More
and more interventional systems exploit both robotics and
medical imaging. They can be divided into three categories,
depending on the mode of cooperation between the robot and
the imaging device: via the surgeon, via 3D reconstruction
or via visual servoing.
Cooperation via the surgeon: for this kind of systems, the
images and the robot are two separate tools used simulta-
neously but independently by the surgeon; in particular, the
robot never uses the information provided by the imaging
system, neither directly nor indirectly. Typical examples are
telemanipulated systems and some cobotic systems.
The teleoperation systems allow remote examinations. In
[2], [3], [4], telemanipulators holding an ultrasound probe
for the remote diagnosis are proposed. In [5], a system is
proposed where the robot and the surgeon simultaneously
hold an ultrasound probe. The comanipulation is used so that
the surgeon can position the probe in an intuitive way. The
robot’s assistance allows to realize the desired displacement
by guaranteeing a constant limited effort on the patient skin.

In all these systems, the image is simply used to provide a
view of the patient and/or instruments to the surgeon, exactly
as for manual interventions. The image is never used for
automatic guidance purposes.
Cooperation via 3D reconstruction: in this second class of
systems, pre-or per-operative images are processed in order
to reconstruct 3D information which is then used by the
robot. In [6], two robots collaborate. A first robot handles the
ultrasound probe. Thanks to a localization of the anatomical
target in the image and geometrical model, a second robot,
handling a needle, is commanded towards the computed 3D
position. In vitro tests emphasize a better accuracy than with
manual procedures. The system proposed by [7] allows to
carry out a biopsy of the prostate. The prostate 3D model is
reconstructed using the ultrasound images. Thus the robot is
fed with the 3D model in order to compute the trajectory. The
tests on dead bodies showed a final positioning error of about
2,5 mm. Some systems also use the images to perform, in real
time, the 3D reconstruction of the desired position instead of
establishing a patient model from preoperative images, [8],
[9]. In these systems, the target is detected and tracked in the
images. Their 3D position can then be calculated in a robot
coordinate frame. The main limit of the 3D reconstruction
is that geometrical errors are cumulated due to the multiple
devices used for localization which results in important errors
in the final robot positioning.
Cooperation via visual servoing: in this last category, the
positioning error is measured directly in the image and
is used to calculate the robot displacement towards the
desired image position. In [10], the control is shared between
the surgeon and a visual servoing loop, which is used to
compensate for the physiological movements. In [11] visual
servoing is used to position an ultrasound probe with respect
to a phantom which geometry is known. The system is used
to establish a calibration procedure for 3D ultrasound probes.
Finally, a system for guiding a needle by visual servoing is
proposed in [12]. It consists of an ultrasound probe and a
needle manipulator with two degrees of freedom. The needle
is mechanically forced to remain in the ultrasonic plane. Its
orientation and its penetration are controlled automatically
by a visual servoing loop. However, this research treats only
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the particular case of planar tasks.
We present in this paper a system that allows for the
ultrasound-based guidance of the 4 dofs of a surgical in-
strument inside a beating heart. First results of this research
were already presented in [13], [14]. After a brief recall on
these results in Sect. II, the present paper provides the most
recent developments of our work: control law simplification
and stability studies are provided; two controllers based
on different parameterizations are compared, Sect. III; a
new experimental set-up is proposed, Sect. IV. Finally, new
conclusive results of in vivo experiments are presented.

II. VISUALLY SERVOED SYSTEM OVERVIEW

A. System description

The overall system developed in this research is sketched
in Fig. 1. It involves a robot holding an instrument, inserted
into the heart through a trocar. The instrument is observed
by an ultrasound probe, which images are sent in real time
to a computer. In the chosen configuration, each jaw of the
instrument intersects the ultrasound plane. Thus, two blobs
are visible in the image, which allows for the instrument
localization, thanks to appropriate image processing algo-
rithms, see [15].

Fig. 1. System Description

More precisely, the image processing provides in real time
the coordinates of the centers of gravity P1 and P2 of the
two blobs corresponding to the instrument image. The goal
of the controller is to move P1 and P2 at a desired location,
which the surgeon specifies by simply clicking in the image.
The controller is primarily based on a model mapping the
instrument motion into the image space motion. It all comes
down to a geometrical model which is briefly recalled in the
next.

1) Geometrical modelling: In order to derive a model for
the control design, a first modelling simplification consists in
assuming that P1 and P2 coincide with the two points M1 and
M2 that correspond to the intersection of two lines (repre-
senting the instrument jaws) and a plane Π (representing the
ultrasound probe, which is assumed to provide a 2D cross-
section of the 3D workspace).
Furthermore, even if the heart beats, in vivo experiments

showed that the trocar center (fulcrum point), can be sup-
posed to be fixed in the probe frame. This point is denoted by
the point T . Its location with respect to the robot base frame
is supposed too be known thanks to a simple initialization
phase at the beginning of the operation.

(a) Frame description (b) Parameters description

Fig. 2. System Modelling

In the next, three orthonormal coordinate frames will be used,
Fig. 2(a):

• FI = {I; iI , jI ,kI} is attached to the instrument I , with
I being the intersection point between the two lines
representing the jaws. The vector kI is parallel to the
instrument axis, Fig. 2(b).

• FP = {P; iP, jP,kP} is attached to the ultrasound probe
P with kP perpendicular to the ultrasound plane, and
P the origin of the ultrasound rays,

• FM = {P; iM, jM,kP}, where iM is defined as

iM =
1
δ

dM1M2 with δ = ‖dM1M2‖1.

Moreover, we will use in the next the following notations{
dT I = d kI and dIMi = liti, for i = {1,2}
Iti =[tix 0 tz]

T , tix =(−1)i sinϕ , tz =cosϕ
, (1)

while the rotation from FP to FI will be parameterized by
the ZXY Euler angles denoted θ , α and β , see Fig. 2(b).

2) Two sets of features: In order to implement robot
guidance through visual servoing, a set of features describing
the instrument location in the image has to be defined. In the
next, we will study visual servoing for two different feature
sets s1 and s2 (Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) respectively):

s1 =
[PxM1

PxM2
PyM1

PyM2

]T

s2 =
[PxM̄ δ PyM̄ θ

]T (2)

where:
•

[PxMi , PyMi

]
are the image coordinates of point Mi,

•
[PxM̄ , PyM̄

]
are the image coordinates of point M̄

defined as the midpoint of M1 and M2,
• δ is the distance between M1 and M2,
• θ is the angle between the image axis iP and iM .

1In general in this paper, we use dAB to denote for the vector joining a
point A to a point B.
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(a) Feature vector s1

(b) Feature vector s2
(c) Remainings dofs

Fig. 3. Features and command vectors

B. Visual servoing
1) Principle: A visual servoing loop is a controller aimed

at moving a set of image features si extracted from the image
toward a desired value sid. A conventional method is, for the
commanded velocity u sent to the robot, to be calculated as:

u = λ Ĵ−1
si (sid− si) = λ Ĵ−1

si εi (3)

where λ is a positive scalar proportional gain and Ĵsi is the
estimate of the image jacobian matrix Jsi defined by:

ṡi = Jsiu (4)

2) Command vector and image jacobian matrices: As the
instrument is introduced into the heart through a trocar fixed
on the heart wall, only four intracardiac degrees of freedom
remain, Fig. 3(c). Thus, the command sent to the robot can
be expressed as:

u =
[
ωy, ḋ, ωx, ωz

]T (5)

where [ωx, ωy, ωz]
T = IΩI /P is the angular velocity of

the instrument tip with respect to the ultrasound probe and
ḋ is the translation velocity of the instrument tip along kI.
A major stage in developing a visual servoing loop is to
derive the model associated to a given feature set si. This
was done in previous publications, namely in [13] for s1 and
in [14] for s2. Both the resulting matrices can be written as:

Jsi = Ri(θ)Ji , i ∈ {1,2} (6)

where R1(θ) and R2(θ) account for the known rotation
θ only, while J1 and J2, which form is recalled in the
Appendix, depends on other geometrical parameters. Note
that J1 and J2 are both block triangular which provides a
significant increase of the control loop robustness [16].

III. ROBUST CONTROL FROM s1 AND s2

While regular control schemes were developed in [13]
and [14], we propose in the next a simpler implementation
that avoids for any on line estimation of the probe location
w.r.t. the robot. Moreover, the simplified controllers are
attached with proven stability properties, which emphasizes
their robustness.

A. Control law simplification

Depending on the assumptions used for the different
geometrical parameters of the system, the form of the esti-
mated inverse jacobian Ĵ−1

si will change. In particular, if the
instrument is assumed to be perpendicular to the ultrasound
plane, i.e. α = π and β = 0, then the jacobian matrices take
the following simple forms:

J1(π,0) =


l +d cosϕ

cosϕ

sinϕ

cosϕ
0 0

l +d cosϕ

cosϕ
-

sinϕ

cosϕ
0 0

0 0 l cosϕ +d l sinϕ

0 0 l cosϕ +d -l sinϕ

 (7)

and

J2(π,0) =


l +d cosϕ

cos(ϕ)
0 0 0

0 −2tanϕ 0 0
0 0 d+l cosϕ 0
0 0 0 −1

 (8)

where l = l1(β = 0) = l2(β = 0) =
δ

2sinϕ
. Remarkably,

these matrices only depend on ϕ , which is known from
the geometrical model of the instrument, δ , that can be
measured in the image and d, which can be computed from
the geometrical model of the robot and from the known trocar
center position. Therefore, they can be computed on line
without any additional information. For this reason, they are
used as the estimates for the real matrices in the control law:

u =−λ Ĵ−1
si εi =−λJ−1

i(π,0)R
T
i εi (9)

A very interesting feature of this control law is that it does
not require any on-line estimation of the probe location with
respect to the robot. This feature is quite interesting in the
context of a medical application, as it allows for not using, in
the system, any additional external localizer for registration.
Of course, in the actual configuration, when (α,β ) 6= (π,0)
the controller does not realize a perfect kinematic decoupling
for si. However, as shown in the next, stability is preserved.

B. Stability Analysis

When applying control law (9), the closed loop behavior
is:

ε̇i =−λ Jsi Ĵ−1
si εi =: −λA(si)εi. (10)

A well-known sufficient condition for the global asymptotic
stability of this system is that the matrix A(si) is positive
definite. Unfortunately, due to the complex analytical form of
A(si), we were not able of formally proving its positiveness.
Nevertheless, the existence, uniqueness and local stability of
the equilibrium point can be obtained thanks to the following
property, which is proven in the Appendix:
P1: Property of A(si) = Jsi Ĵ−1

si
1) The matrix A(si) has a non-zero determinant.
2) The eigenvalues of the matrix A(si) are all strictly

positives.
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1) Equilibrium point: The existence of an equilibrium
point is obvious as εi = 04×1 leads to ε̇i = 04×1. Using the
first item of the property P1, it is also obvious that this
equilibrium point is unique.

2) Local Stability: A system is said locally stable if its
linearized form around the equilibrium point is asymptot-
ically stable. Linearizing (10) around its equilibrium point
εi = 04×1, i.e. around si = sid, one gets:

ε̇i =−λA(sid)εi (11)

A necessary and sufficient condition for asymptotic stability
of this linear system is that the eigenvalues of the matrix
A(sid) are all positive. This is verified for any value of sid
according to the second item of the property P1.
Thus, the system (10) is locally asymptotically stable around
its unique equilibrium point. Remarkably, this property holds
for any actual value of (α,β ), it was assumed in the control
law, for simplification purposes, that α = π and β = 0.

C. Simulation study

In order to compare the two proposed parameterizations,
as well as evaluating the practical robustness of the ap-
proaches, an extensive simulation study has been performed.
Its main results are summarized in the next.
The first simulation result shows a major limitation of using
s1 for visually servoing the instrument, in the particular case
when the desired displacement involves a large reorientation
around the instrument axis. In this example, the instrument is
chosen to be perpendicular to the ultrasound plane, while the
desired position is obtained from the initial one by a rotation
of 180 deg. around the axis (M̄, kP). In the image, this
means that points M1 and M2 have to be switched. Moreover,
since in this example α = π and β = 0, both the simplified
control laws ensure a perfect decoupling.
With the first set of parameters, s1, the trajectories of the
two points are explicitly controlled. Thus, thanks to a proper
decoupling, the points follow straight lines during transitions
from initial to final positions. Therefore, for this particular
task, the points merge at the image center, Fig. 4(a). At
this stage, only one point can be measured and the visual
servoing controller fails. This strictly reproduces a well-
known problem of 2D point-based visual servoing for a
conventional camera system, when a 180 deg. rotation is to
be performed around the optical axis of a camera [17].
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Fig. 4. Simulation results of a reorientation task: position in the image
(mm)

Interestingly, when the same canonical example is fed to
a controller based on the second parameterization s2, the
results are much more satisfactory, see Fig. 4(b). The orien-
tation of the instrument in the image is explicitly controlled
while the system is decoupled. Thus the instrument is rotated
around its own axis keeping both M̄ and δ constant, and the
desired position is reached without any visibility problems.
This canonical example illustrates the fact that explicitly
controlling the image distance δ and the image angle θ

provides strong superiority regarding the trajectories of the
system in the image. For this reason, s2 was preferred to s1.
The proposed controller ensures a perfect decoupling in the
particular case where the instrument is perpendicular to the
US plane. However, in general, for (α,β ) 6= (π,0), only
approximate decoupling is achieved. Therefore, errors on the
components of s2 can become large. This may lead to a
visibility problem as illustrated in Fig. 5(a). In this example,
the system starts at a configuration where α = 110 deg. and
β = 20 deg. It can be seen in Fig. 5(a) that a strong error in
δ occurs which leads to δ = 0. At this time, the system is,
again, not controllable as M1 ≡ M2.
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Fig. 5. Simulation results of a large displacement task: position in the
image (mm)

To cope with this problem, a gain adaptation mechanism is
added to the controller. It is aimed at guaranteeing that the
error on δ remains bounded, that is:

−εδmax < εδ < εδmax (12)

In other words, we want that:
• if εδ ≥ εδmax then ε̇δ < 0
• if εδ ≤−εδmax then ε̇δ > 0

A simple control law that provides this property is:

u′ =
[
0, −λ Ĵ−1

2,22εδ , 0, 0
]T

(13)

Indeed, the closed loop behavior for εδ is then:

ε̇δ =−λJδ ,2Ĵ−1
2,22εδ (14)

and Jδ ,2 and Ĵ−1
2,22 have the same sign. However, obviously,

the control law (13) does not allow for the three other
coordinates of s2 to converge. Therefore, the idea is to
switch from u in (9) to u′ in (13) when the error εδ

reaches its bound. In order to avoid for chattering induced
by switches between control laws, a continuous controller is
implemented, which final form is:

u = ρu+(1−ρ)u′ (15)
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where:

ρ =


1 if |εδ |< ε0
εδmax−|εδ |
εδmax− ε0

if ε0 ≤ |εδ | ≤ εδmax

0 otherwise

(16)

This control law corresponds to controller (9) if |εδ | < ε0,
controller (13) if |εδ | > εδmax, and a linear interpolation
between the two controllers when ε0 ≤ |εδ | ≤ εδmax.
The previous simulation was finally repeated with this new
adaptive mechanism. Figure 5(b) illustrates the efficiency of
the approach. Indeed, it can be seen that the distance δ is
well controlled, which leads to a correct instrument visibility
along the path.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Velocity control of a 6 DOF robot through a trocar

The robot used for the experiments is a Stäubli TX40
manipulator which has 6 DOF.
A problem arises from the fact that a 6 DOF velocity has
to be sent to the robot while the visual servoing loop only
provides a 4 DOF command, corresponding to the degrees
of freedom left free by the fulcrum point constraint. This
problem of manipulating through a trocar with a dexterous
robot has already been considered in the literature. For
example, in [18] a complex inverse geometrical procedure
is proposed, which strongly relies on the robot kinematics.
In the next, we propose an alternative solution, which does
not depend on the robot kinematics. The velocity of the
instrument expressed at the center of the trocar T , is:

vI =
[
uT uT

T
]T (17)

where uT =
[
vx vy

]T groups the components of the velocity
at point T perpendicular to the instrument axis. Thus the
velocity expressed at the end effector of the robot is2:

[0Ω(O6/0)
0V(O6/0)

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

vR

=
[

R0→I 03x3[0dO0O6

]
×R0→I R0→I

]


0 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0 0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

:=F

vI

(18)
This velocity is transformed into a desired joint position for

the robot controller by the use of the robot inverse jacobian
and a numerical integration, Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Robot control law

While the 4 DOF of the instrument in uI are controlled by

2In this paper
[Ca

]
× denotes the skew symmetric matrix associated with

Ca, so that for any vector Cb,
[Ca

]
×

Cb = Ca×Cb.

the visual servoing loop, the two remaining velocities can
be set to uT =

[
0 0

]T in order to provide a null velocity
at the fulcrum point. However, this corresponds to an open
loop integration and leads to a drift of the fulcrum point
T . To solve this problem, the idea is to calculate a desired
velocity uT from the error position between the instrument
shaft axis and the fixed trocar center T . The trocar center
position T is known during a surgical procedure as it can be
recorded when inserting the instrument at the beginning of
the operation. Therefore, from the robot geometrical model,
it is always possible to compute the vector εT from the
instrument shaft to point T , perpendicularly to the instrument
shaft axis, see Fig. 7(a).

(a) Geometrical description
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(c) Closed-loop (mm vs s)

Fig. 7. Distance between the instrument shaft and the fixed trocar fulcrum
point

From this error, the proposed control law for uT is:

uT = λ I2x2 εT (19)

The complete control law is then:

vI =
[

u
uT

]
= λ

[
Ĵ−1

s2 02x2
02x2 I2x2

][
ε2
εT

]
(20)

Noticing that ε̇T =−uT, the closed loop behavior becomes:[
ε̇2
ε̇T

]
=−λ

[
A(s2) Jcoupling
02x2 I2x2

][
ε2
εT

]
(21)

where Jcoupling is a coupling matrix. The error εT is a time
varying function decoupled from ε2 which exponentially
converges toward zero. As a result, the drift on the instrument
w.r.t the fulcrum point is canceled. This is experimentally
evidenced in Fig. 7. In these experiments, the robot was
instructed to make a displacement of the instrument of about
25 pixels in the image thanks to a rotation around T , back
and forth, 20 times. Fig. 7 shows the distance between the
instrument axis and point T in two cases: a)with an open
loop controller for uT and b)with the closed loop controller
(19). The drift observed in Fig. 7(b) is clearly canceled in
Fig. 7(c) as the positioning error constantly remains less
than 0.25 mm. Notably, the local stability of the visual
servoing loop is preserved. Indeed, the complete closed loop
transfer matrix of the system, in Eq. (21) is block triangular.
Therefore, the linearized model is also block triangular, i.e.
local stability is obtained if and only if A(sd2) and I2x2 are
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both regular and with positive eigenvalues only, which is
obvious from the stability analysis of the visual servoing
loop.

B. In vivo experiment

In vivo experiments have been performed with a pig at the
Surgical School of Paris –APHP, Fig. 8. In these experiments,

Fig. 8. In vivo set-up

the ultrasound probe is manually maintained in contact with
the heart as transoesophagus probes cannot be used on pigs.
The experiment is performed as follows:
The user specifies the desired goal in the ultrasound image.
Then the current instrument coordinates in the image and
the corresponding error are calculated and transmitted to the
visual servoing loop. Thereafter, the command velocity of the
instrument is computed according to (3) and sent to the robot
controller. Fig. 9 shows the in vivo experimental results.
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Fig. 9. Results of in vivo experiment

These results are noisy because of motions of the instrument
in the image resulting from the fact that the probe is in
contact with the beating heart and thus moves. Eventhough,
the error converges toward zero and the desired position is
reached. Recall that during the whole experiment, it was

never necessary to estimate where the probe was w.r.t. the
robot, which emphasizes the simplicity and robustness of the
approach.

V. CONCLUSION

A robotic system with ultrasound imaging has been pre-
sented. It uses ultrasound-based visual servoing to control
the position of an instrument inside the heart.
Two possible controllers, equally robust with regards to their
proven stability properties, were compared in simulation.
This study exhibited behaviors that can directly be compared
with conventional visual servoing based on projective cam-
eras. Remarkably, the controller does not require any explicit
model for the location of the probe with respect to the robot.
In vivo experiments were successfully performed showing
good robustness.
Future work may focus on eye-in-hand visual servoing from
ultrasound by the use of a miniaturized probe.

APPENDIX

THE IMAGE JACOBIAN

In order to compute for ṡ1 with respect to u, one first
writes ṡ1 in the base BM:

ṡ1 =

cosθ 0 −sinθ 0
0 cosθ 0 −sinθ

sinθ 0 cosθ 0
0 sinθ 0 cosθ


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=R1


MV(Mi/P)x
MV(M2/P)x
MV(M1/P)y
MV(M2/P)y


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=v1

Thus, the image jacobian Js1 can be decomposed as:

Js1 = R1J1 = R1
[
JM1 x JM2 x JM1 y JM2 y

]T

where

JMi x =
[

li +dtz
D

tix
D

(litz +d)N tanα

D
litixN tanα

D

]
JMi y =

[
0 0

litz +d
cosα

litix
cosα

]
N = tix cosβ + tz sinβ D = tix sinβ − tz cosβ

In order to compute for ṡ2 with respect to u, one first writes
ṡ2 in the base BM:

ṡ2 =

cosθ 0 −sinθ 0
0 1 0 0

sinθ 0 cosθ 0
0 0 0 1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=R2


MV(P/P)x

δ̇
MV(P/P)y

θ̇


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=v2

Thus, the image jacobian Js2 can be decomposed as:

Js2 = R2J2 = R2[JPx Jδ JPy Jθ ]T

where:

JPx =
1

2c+c−

 (l1 +d cosϕ)c++(l2 +d cosϕ)c−
sinϕ(c+− c−)

tanα((l2+d cosϕ)c−s+−(l1+d cosϕ)c+s−)
tanαsinϕ(l1s−c+ + l2s+c−)


T

JPy =
1

2cosα

 0
0

−(l1+l2)cosϕ +2d
sinϕ(l2− l1)


T

Jθ =
1

cosα

 0
0

sinβ

cosβ


T
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Jδ =
1

c+c−

 d cosϕ(c−− c+)
−sinϕ(c+ + c−)

tanα((l2 cosϕ +d)s+c−+(l1 cosϕ +d)c+s−)
tanα sinϕ(l1s−c+− l2s+c−)


T

c+ = cos(ϕ +β ) , c− = cos(ϕ −β )
s+ = sin(ϕ +β ) , s− = sin(ϕ −β )

PROOF OF THE PROPERTY P1

Hereafter the matrix Bi will denote Bi =Ji Ĵ−1
i .

As A(si)=Jsi Ĵ−1
si = RiBiRT

i , the matrices A(si) and Bi are
similar. Thus, their eigenvalues are equal.
Furthermore, the matrix Bi is block triangular, it can be

written as: Bi =
[

Ci Ei
02×2 Di

]
. The eigenvalues of the matrix

Bi are then positive if and only if the eigenvalues of the two
submatrices Ci and Di are positive.
As Ci is a matrix (2,2), its eigenvalues are positive if
tr Ci > 0 and det Ci > 0.
The same condition can be written for the matrix Di.
If these conditions are verified, the eigenvalues of the matrix
A(si) are all strictly positive.
Furthermore, the determinant of the matrix A(si) writes
detA(si) = detRi detBi detRT

i . It is obvious that detRi =
detRT

i =1. Thus detA(si)=detBi.
The matrix Bi is bloc triangular, its determinant is detBi =
detCi detDi.
If the eigenvalues of the matrices Ci and Di are positive,
then detA(si)=detBi 6= 0.
One can write:

C1 =
cosϕ

∆̂2


2d cosϕ + l1 + l

c−

l1− l
c−

l2− l
c+

2d cosϕ + l2 + l
c+


D1 =

d

cosα∆̂1

[
l1 + l−2l1l cosϕ l− l1

l− l2 l2 + l−2l2l cosϕ

]
with ∆̂1 =2l(l cosϕ +d) and ∆̂2 =2(d cosϕ + l) ;

C2 =
cosϕ

c+c−


(l1 +d cosϕ)c++(l2 +d cosϕ)c−

2(d cosϕ + l)
sinβ sinϕ

2

−2d cos2 ϕ sinϕ sinβ

d cosϕ + l
c+ + c−

2


D2 =

1
cosα

−
(l1 + l2)cosϕ +2d

2(d + l cosϕ)
− sinϕ(l2− l1)

2

− sinβ

d + l cosϕ
−cosβ


One can easily verify that trace and determinant are positive
for each of the four matrices C1, D1, C2 and D2. Thus the
matrices A(s1) and A(s2) have all theirs eigenvalues strictly
positives and a non zero determinant.
The properties of the matrix A(si) are proven.
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